Long Range Load Development for the Prac5cal Precision Riﬂe
Part 2
By Jim See
Welcome back! With brass prepara2ons out of the way as detailed in part 1, we are ready to
move on to the process of; powder selec2on, charge weight, bullet selec2on and sea2ng depth.
The most important tool in the process of developing a load for your riﬂe is knowledge, that
knowledge is only as reliable as its source. Because we are working with an instrument that can cause
great bodily harm and death, you owe it to yourself and the others around you to have a knowledgeable
working base to select and perform a prac2ce of loading that is safe and func2onal in your ﬁrearm.
Please understand only you are ul2mately responsible for what you choose to produce and ﬁre
in a riﬂe. I will never ﬁre someone else’s hand loaded ammo in my ﬁrearm. Trust professionals here your
safety depends on it.
The single best source of knowledge to produce hand loaded ammuni2on is not me!
Surprised?
Well don’t be, the single best source is a published reloading manual produced by one of the
major powder or bullet companies; Nosler, Sierra, Speer, Hornady, or Hodgdon powder. The ﬁrst few
chapters in the book are dedicated to the very details that will allow you to survive with all your ﬁngers
and eye balls. Detailed steps in the process will be outlined; as how to set up the sizing and sea2ng dies,
and other necessary equipment, all things that are procedural and I will not cover here. The manual will
also cover descrip2ons and pictures of safe and unsafe load pressure signs, all manner of valuable
informa2on that you have no business acquiring from an area other than that published by
professionals, who used labs and test equipment, that your average shooter on Social media has no idea
exists. Consult one of these publica2ons if you are new to hand loading ammuni2on.
A few of the manuals the author keeps on hand and consults with regularly.

Selec5ng a powder and charge weight can be accomplished using published load data from a
reputable source, such as bullet or powder companies, industry experts, or the general consensus of a
group of people when the outliers are disregarded. I’ll bet you are scratching your head on that last one,
let me explain. If you join a social media forum or face book group and ask a ques2on such as, “what the
best load in a 6.5x47 Lapua with 140 grain bullets” You are likely to get 20 responses. Look at all the
responses and you will ﬁnd 10 of those guys are recommending the same bullet and really close to the
same powder charge. So if 10 guys say a 140 Berger hybrid with 36.0 to 36.9 grains of Varget powder,
with the bullet .030” oﬀ the lands, that would give you a pre]y good place to start. If 1 guy says 37.9
grains of powder, he is an outlier and although that might be a safe load in his individual riﬂe does not
make it safe in yours. For your purpose disregard his informa2on. If you go oﬀ the consensus of a group
of people do a li]le follow up research with the powder companies and make sure you are in the vicinity
of a safe load. Ul2mately your safety depends on solid informa2on, industry professionals are always the
best source of reloading data.
Typically 2 or 3 powders will be shinning stars for a par2cular cartridge, if you are going to use
Winchester 748 because your dad gave you 16 lbs. of it and you want to use it up…. Well what can I say?
Walk away from this ar2cle it is not for you.
So ideally we found a load from one of 3 diﬀerent sources, now we need to ﬁgure out how that
pertains to our riﬂe. First we need to “ﬁnd the lands” This is best accomplished with a tool that adapts to
your par2cular cartridge that allows you to take one of your bullets and gauge the lands in your chamber
and get a measurement of the OAL (over all length) of your cartridge where the bullet touches the lands.
Typically a great rule of thumb is to start loading your cartridges with an OAL that puts the bullet .030”
oﬀ the lands. This allows the bullet to “jump” slightly before engaging the lands without crea2ng a
dangerous pressure spike. This is why it is cri2cal to have a working knowledge (there’s that word again)
of reloading tools, measuring instruments, and the basic terminology of reloading, which can all be
found in a good hard copy reloading manual.
With this informa2on I am ready to assemble my cartridge, using the informa2on and knowledge
that I acquired, I am going to start with a powder charge on the low end of the recommenda2on. So in
this case I gleaned that the charges between 36.0 and 36.9 of Varget worked for many shooters. So I will
start on the low side and be certain the charge is going to be safe in my riﬂe.
I personally call these “break-in loads”. In any new hand lapped barrel, veloci2es produced tend
to climb as we get about 100-150 rounds ﬁred thru the new barrel. So prior to doing any serious load
adjustments we want to let this process happen. Why? Well a hand lapped barrel goes thru a stability
process where the veloci2es a par2cular load produces may be slightly erra2c for a period of 2me as the
barrel wears in. this is ohen referred to as “barrel break-in” Which some shooter misunderstand as a
process they perform by cleaning, when in fact it is a process that happens regardless of what you
physically do to the bore. If we develop a load in the ﬁrst 20 rounds ﬁred, that load will ohen be out of
tune by the 2me we hit 150 rounds ﬁred and can ohen be over pressured from the increase in fric2on
caused by the barrel break in process.
In my riﬂes I typically load 150 break in rounds at a star2ng load charge, and just use them up in
barricade prac2ce, or prone shoo2ng while I work on my fundamentals of marksmanship. These loads

are ohen very accurate but may just not be to your desired speed range you expect. That’s ﬁne; we are
just looking to get thru the process of stabilizing our barrel. I have on occasion used these loads in local
one day matches when I was short on 2me. Typically I try and clean my riﬂes bore once aher about 20
rounds and then once when all break in rounds have been used.
The author checks the case heads a<er ﬁring a new test load for signs of excessive pressure. The
primers are not overly ﬂaAened and with the excepBon of the far right case there is no “brass
swiping” from the ejector plunger. Yet years of experience tells the author this load is at what he
considers a max load based on that one liAle shinny spot between the G and A of GAP. The
charge
weight was reduced by .4 grains of powder which took away about 40 FPS for the authors
working match load.

Determining our Match Load;
So now that we have a stabilized barrel and are ready to determine our ﬁnal load for this riﬂe we
can access our break in load and ohen tweak it to accommodate our desired results. Since we shot 150
rounds we should have 3 things accomplished. A 100 yard zero on our riﬂe, a velocity readying on the
last 5 or 10 loads we ﬁred, and an accuracy benchmark that it performed with that ammuni2on.
This parBcular break in load was very accurate in the author’s 6.5x47 Lapua riﬂe, but was not in
the velocity window he desired, some ﬁne tuning of the powder charge will be needed to get this load
above the 2690 feet per second it produced.(group 1)

If the accuracy and speed are acceptable you are ﬁnished. If the speed is not to the typical speed
of the 6.5x47 Lapua (generally 2720-2780fps with a 140 grain bullet 26” barrel) then we can add powder
to the case in .2 grain increments un2l we reach our desired speed window.
In the case of the riﬂe I am using as an example and the pictures accompanying this ar2cle we can see
the “group 1” photo that my accuracy was acceptable but the speed was a bit slow for the window I
want to be in. The par2cular break in load required the addi2on of .9 grains of Varget for a charge weight
of 36.9 grains of powder to achieve a velocity that averaged 2775 feet per second.

The results with no other changes resulted in the 2ghtening of the group based solely on the
charge weight alone. This is what is referred to “charge weight load tuning.” Because the load was so
accurate, there was no need to “sea2ng depth tune the load” which is ohen the case with many bullets
and cartridges that I start at .030” oﬀ the lands. I start .030” oﬀ for a reason, because it works in 90% of
my riﬂes. This is where experience ma]ers. Your experience will grow as you develop solid reloading
habits.
The ﬁnal load of 36.9 grains of Varget, .030” oﬀ the lands with a 140 grain Berger Hybrid was
clearly very accurate in his custom compeBBon riﬂe. (group2)

Let’s say this load did not produce the accuracy we desired but it did produce the velocity we
were seeking. What we would want to do then is change our sea2ng depth, and reshoot the loads for
accuracy. An example would be I may load up 5 rounds each at .020”, .040”, .050”, .060”, .070” oﬀ the
lands using the same charge weight of 36.9 grains of Varget. I already tested .030” oﬀ so have a
reference there. I do not want to seat any closer than .020” oﬀ the lands because I need ammuni2on for
riﬂe matches that func2ons and feed excellent with no bolt closing issues or the possibility that an
unﬁred round may be ejected and leave the bullet stock in the bore, causing a malfunc2on.
Aher shoo2ng these diﬀerent sea2ng depths you may no2ce one shot be]er than the rest. That
is great we are making progress. If that load is s2ll not to your accuracy desire you can now try to charge
weight tune that load again at the sea2ng depth we found, typically this will end your load development
as you should have something that meets your standards.
This is not the only way to produce accurate loads, but it is the way I develop my riﬂe loads on
the 100 yard range I have access to. When possible I will conﬁrm ver2cal spread on a diﬀerent shoo2ng
range from 800-1000 yards.

What is my Standard?
Not all riﬂe and ammuni2on bullet combina2ons will shoot as well as the group 2 photo. In all
honesty for Precision Riﬂe Matches, group 1 would be a load I would be extremely happy with. If you
constantly try tweaking your load you are actually going backward. Frustra2on over not gelng super
small groups is going to cause poor match results from a lack of conﬁdence which is completely missdirected. Your riﬂes accuracy rarely wins matches, your conﬁdence, calmness and consistent shoo2ng
wins matches.
What if my riﬂe will just not shoot this load at all? This is very rare in well-built custom riﬂes
using quality components and chambered in target type riﬂes using good ammuni2on. I have a 4 step
process for correc2ng or diagnosing the cause.
First I check all my fasteners, ac2on screws, scope rings and bases, and trigger clearance with the
bo]om metal or trigger guard. I basically eliminate as many mechanical variables as I can.
Second I switch to a diﬀerent bullet any quality bullet. BC is not important as I am just trying to
determine if my original bullet choice is suspect.
Third I try a diﬀerent powder with my original bullet, rarely this will be the problem but
occasionally it has made all the diﬀerence.
Forth I try some quality factory target ammuni2on in the riﬂe, to exclude me as the hand loader
from something I may be doing wrong in the process but completely overlooking.
Forth is a call to the gunsmith, he may want to inspect the riﬂe for any issues and ohen 2mes
knows what to look for and is fully capable of diagnosing the problem. If you are apprehensive about
calling your gunsmith you probably picked the wrong man to build your riﬂe in the ﬁrst place. We are
here to make sure our customers riﬂes are shoo2ng and want to help.
Accuracy problems in a once accurate riﬂe;
I have had a couple of barrels in the last 20 or so come up shoo2ng poorly aher a few hundred
rounds. Again ﬁrst check the mechanics of the system for anything loose, clean the riﬂe of copper and
carbon fouling, especially if it has been 500 rounds or more since your last complete cleaning. Don’t
forget to inspect and clean a muzzle device, ohen 2mes carbon build up on the crown or the baﬄes of a
brake can open groups up. Occasionally some bullets come out of tune and the load needs to be
adjusted in sea2ng depth or powder charge, if that is the case try chasing the lands or increasing your
powder charge just slightly.

The carbons build up in this muzzle break caused group sizes to double in this riﬂe.

As a ﬁnal word of cau2on, never try and chase speed. That extra 50-100 fps you are trying to get
out of your riﬂe is not going to magically cause you to use less wind and hit more targets. Instead it will
cause you a mul2tude of possible problems, to include poor barrel life, poor brass life, inconsistent
accuracy, and eventual feed and func2on problems at the worst possible 2me, and worst of all the
poten2al for injury.
Thank you for taking the 2me to read this 2 part series on load development for the precision
riﬂe. I clearly could have made this a 10 part series and dove much deeper into the subject, but barring
the 15 days I would have spent on such an ar2cle, this is a good introduc2on into the simple process I
use which has served me well. I hope some of the 2ps and instruc2on here has broadened your
knowledge on the subject, and peaked your interest in hand loading your own ammuni2on.
Bio; Jim See has been shooBng compeBBvely and building custom riﬂes since 2008, he owns Elite
Accuracy LLC and conBnues to shoot precision riﬂe matches, instructs in compeBBon training classes and
build custom riﬂes.

